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2016 animal jam codes

Posted by Snowyclaw Jamaa at 14:29:00 Share Comments The game screen to enter a code Codes are bonuses that reward the player with Gems, Diamonds, Members or items. They can be found in National Geographic Kids Magazine and Almanac/Infopedia, and are occasionally featured in the Daily Explorer. Other forms of code
distribution are jam-a-grams ajhq on special occasions, such as holidays. Each code can only be used once, and both non-members and members can use codes. These codes can also be found by buying something from AJ Outfitters, Typing Codes Most codes are not case-sensitive and can be entered in upper or lower case letters.
Players have three ways they can enter codes. The first way is by going to the home screen of Animal Jam and selecting the box next to I have a code to enter!, activating a text box where the player can enter his code inside However, the player cannot be logged in as the box is only visible when the player's login is being displayed. The
second way is by entering the code on the Redeem your Animal Jam code page, where the player will be taken to a page that confirms whether or not the code will be applied to the player's account. If the player is disconnected, they will need to log in again. The third method is simply to click the Enter Code button located within the My
Settings menu while playing in the game. Valid Gems Codes Click Expand to Display Code IncludeSPlay WildReward? adorable 750 Sim funnyfox 750 Yes fuzzytiger 750 Yes cheerycheetah 750 Yes swiftdeer 750 Yes livelylynx 750 Yes playfulpanda 750 Sim wiseowl 750 Yes poshpig 75 Yes slowslo 750 Yes sneakycougar 750 Yes
clevercoyote 750 Yes fastfalcon 750 Yes wileywolf 750 Yes luckyllama 750 Yes quickhorse 750 Yes billygoat 750 Yes touchytoucan 750 Yes dashingdolphin 750 Yes lovelylemur 750 Yes loudlion 750 Yes silly 750 Yes supersheep 750 Yes curiousraccoon 750 Yes cuddlykoala 75 Yes happyhye na 750 Sim jammerjoey 750 Yes
coolpolarbear 750 Sim snowyleopard 750 Sim Explorer 100 In Total: 21,850 Prizes Click Expand to see Code Reward IncludesPlay WildReward? classicbday10 10th Birthday Cake No Expired Codes Gems Click Expand to view Code AJBDAY7 777 ajplaycards 500 ajrocks 500 ajtreasurechest 1,000 animals 1,000 annual2play 900 arctic
500 bats 5 000 beano 1,000 beeparty 500 Bemybuddy 1,000 bff4ever 100 thanniversary 500 campwild 1,000 celebrate 1,000 coralreef 1,000 croc 1,000 danceparty 1.0 000 deepsea 500 discovery 1,000 downyfriend 1000 drawing 100 dynamite dynamism 100 dynamitedynamites 100 dynamites dynamites 1,000 500 explore 500 fashion
500 party 1,000 festival 1,000 foodfight 1,000 friends 1,000 flying 500 fuzzyfriend 500 ganges 500 gifts 500 gorilla 1,000 grahamsgreatest 500 500 hammock 1.0 00 happy friend 1,000 jamaalidays 500 coala 500 flames 500 mega 1,000 moviebytes 1,000 newyear15 500 newyearjam 1,000 ngk2015 1,000 ngkaj17 500 ngkaj18 500 500 500
ngkids 1,000 ngkidsrock 1,000 ngkjammin 1,000 nile 500 outback 500 party 500 pets 500 ghosts 500 playfree 1,000 jogosmart 1,000 playwild 1,000 potion 1,000 ready2jam 750 roar 1,000 secretelephant 500 softfriend 800 speedy 1,000 scary 1,000 tigri 500 times2jam 750 tojam 1,000 treasure 1,000 treat 100 trench 500 trivia 500 tropical
500 underwater 500 wildlunch 800 winter 500 zambezi 500 jamaafun 2day 750 dolphin 500 AJHQ3000 500 wildlunch 800 ajplaycards 500 secretelephant 500 greeleysfans 500 time2jam 750 ready2jam 750 jamaafun2day 750 happyfriend 1000 fastfriend 250 softfriend 800friend fuzzy 500 Penguin 1,500 downyfriend 1000 Prizes Trivia
The ability to add codes in the game was introduced in an update on April 14, 2016. When a Jazwares Adopt-A-Pet code is redeemed, an icon will appear for toys that have been collected in the Checklist adopt a pet. If the player enters too many codes incorrectly, a security captcha pop-up appears to confirm that the user is not a robot.
There was a flaw where a player would enter a code when their signature expired and could play as a non-member using a member animal. However, this failure has been fixed. If a code expires and becomes available for use again, anyone who typed the code earlier before expiration can use the code again. Animal Jam CEO Clark
Stacey announced on his Twitter account the PENGUINS code because of the closure of the Club Penguin Island game. He said it's a gift to the Club Penguin community to make them feel welcome in Jamaa. When the code was released, Pet Penguin became available to all Jammers. Gallery An example of typing a code during login.
This screen appears after clicking the Need to help button? on the Redeem a code screen. An example of a code advertised in Daily Explorer.One of the security check pop-ups. A failure where security check images do not load. AJHQ Broadcast has announced the Apollo11 code. A photo advertising the Code AJFree. A post in the
Jamaa Journal announcing the code thank you. An AJHQ Broadcast announcing the code thank you. Add a photo to this gallery Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Codes are required to get the most out of Animal Jam. New codes come out every two weeks and can be used for free gems and other new
items! I'll try to keep this list of codes up to date as they expire and new ones come out. Feel free to comment if you know any new code that I don't have on the list! If you need more gems to buy items or are tired of trying to earn gems by playing games, try the code list below. These have been tested to work and will unlock different
items and gems. Each gem code can only be used once per player, so use them wisely. The list of codes below has the newest working animal jelly codes for 2019. I try to keep the updated, so if any code expires, let me know. The List of Animal Jam codes was last updated in May 2019. The newest code listed below is juno. I'll add more
unexpired codes for 2019 as soon as they leave, thanks for searching! I'll go through this list once a month and clear all expired. If you know any new working code, please post them in the comments! Did you know we have tons of other AJ and AJPW codes? Click on the banners below to see what else we have! More AJ Codes
**January 2018 Update** All codes have been checked to ensure they work and the list has been updated with new ones. Happy new year! **August 2018 Update** I went through the list again and added/removed codes – all are working now! We've lost a few, but we expect new ones to come out soon. **January 2019 Update** Updated
code list for new year. Let's wait for many new codes this year! **April 2019 Update** All codes have been tested and lists updated. I'm sorry i'm late. Stay tuned for more new codes hopefully soon! Below is the most recently updated code list available in Animal Jam in 2019! Working Animal Jam Codes Code Prize AJBDAY8 8th Birthday
Cake juno Hidden Juno Statue adorableotter 750 gems billygoat 750 gems cheerycheetah 750 gems clevercoyote 750 gems coolpolarbear 750 gems cuddlykoala 750 gems curiousraccoon 750 gems dashingdolphin 750 gems fastfalcon 750 gems funnyfox 750 gems fuzzytiger 750 gems happyhyena 750 gems jammerjoey 750 gems



livelylynx 750 gems loudlion 750 gems lovablelemur 750 gems luckyllama 750 gems playfulpanda 750 gems poshpig 750 gems quickhorse 750 gems sillyseal 750 gems slows loth 750 gems sneakycougar 750 gems snowyleopard 750 gems supersheep 750 gems swiftdeer 750 gems touchytoucan 750 gems wileywolf 750 gems wiseowl
750 gems explorer 100 gems Expired Codes Code Prize NGKAJ19 500 gems dynamitejams 500 gems ko 500 gems penguins Penguin Animal penguins Pet Penguin pirateship Lost Treasure Book arctic 500 gems ajtreasurechest 1000 gems annual2play 900 gems wintergame Mystery at Mt Shiveer Book twelve 1 diamond beeparty 500
gems AJBDAY7 777 gems NGKAJ18 500 gems powerbackpack Panda Power backpack wild Play Play Wild Backpack heartstone Call of the Alphas Book riddlethis The Phantoms's Secret Book wildlunch 800 gems ajplaycards 500 gems secretelephant 500 gems greeleysfans 500 gems grahamsgreatest 500 gems time 2jam 750 ready
gems2jam 750 gems jamaafun2day 750 gems aj4ever Reader Chair getready2jam Reader's Sofa paws4friends Reader's Lamp happyfriend 1000 gems fastfriend 25 0 softfriend gems 800 fuzzyfriend gems 500 gems downyfriend 1000 gems NGKAJ17 500 gems bats 500 gems AJBDAY6 6 year anniversary cake bestfriends 500 tropical
gems 500 flying 500 gems underwater 500 trivia gems 500 gems bemybuddy 1000 gems trench 500 gems present 500 gems fashion 500 ghost gems 500 gems gems 500 birthday gems 500 gems party 500 gems explore 500 mega gems 1000 gems for ram 1000 gems ajbday5 Animal Jam 5th birthday cake picsou 1000 gems beano
1000 gems NGKJammin 1000 gems newyear15 500 gems outback 500 gem ajrocks 0 500 gems pets 500 gems winter 500 gems adventure 500 gems drawing 500 gems shadows 500 gems chimbu 500 gems tigris 500 gems ganges 500 gems ngk2015 1000 gems ajbday4 Animal Jam 4th anniversary cake friendship 500 gems friends
1000 gems scary 500 gems nile 500 gems zambezi 500 gems kama 500 gems ngexplorer 1000 gems ajbday3 Animal Jam 3rd birthday cake alphas 500 gems 10 million 10 million flag thank you ghosts trapped ngkidsrox 1000 gems discovery 1000 gems HOOOT 500 kangaroo gems 500 dolphin gems 500 gems AJHQ3000 500 birthday
cake gems BIRTHDAY CAKE THANK YOU to these readers who shared the codes they found : Sphealie, Guineapigsrock2004, pokemongamer31, Optimistz AJ, Sunshine Jamaa, ItsMagMa, Ashwath, Cutebunnyinfunjam, 2fangs, lolipop560, charliyay, lilyandemma8, Pinata, Amy, Quest, animesenpai04, Roin, thinkweird, bubblymice,
thedavymak, prince quietkangaroo, jarren19, Perfect1010, gabby, Emily, Leila, t36fa, Bolt51963, disqualified, sulwolf03, iamthecat, Cali Girl, Abby, Nikola, fish301, ARCTICKWOLFGIRL, littlefrozenpants, shytail1, and Lucas! How to use animal jelly codes Check out the instructions below for a guide on how to enter Animal Jelly codes.
There are two different ways to redeem codes: when you log in and while you're playing. Option 1: Enter an Animal Jelly Code When logging in Typing codes when you log in is easy, all you need to do is check the box when logging in and entering your code. Some codes should be typed exactly as they are written, so be sure to use caps
lock if they are capitalized. Once you log in, a gift box will appear with your promotional code gift. Click on the box and you will unlock your promo code reward! The codes are good for as many gems as it says on the list. Option 2: Enter an Animal Jelly Code While playing If you want to enter a code while playing, just follow these
instructions. First click the settings button on the top right side of the screen. Now click the button that says Enter code. Just enter your code and click the continue button. You will receive your code award immediately! After using these animal jam codes, you can enjoy the free gems you've unlocked! Be sure to share the codes with your
friends so they can make the most of Animal Jam as well. If you have any problems, you can go to the Official Game Help Center on the NatGeo website. Come back because this list with new codes when they leave. If you know any new animal jelly code that I didn't mention, please comment and I'll put them on the list of unexpired
codes! Old banners: Let me know if you see any any Animal Jam codes here and I'll get them off the list!  I try to find the latest Animal Jam codes and keep this list fresh, but I can always use some help from other Jammers  Don't be afraid to comment below and let me know about any new gem codes or anything else! Instead of
spending hours playing to unlock gems, just use these codes to earn gems and other prizes!  Gems can be used to buy new den items, costumes, pets and more!  Increase the size of your Animal Jam bank account with these codes.  This list will be updated regularly for the newest 2019 codes.  This list of aj codes was last updated in
May 2019. 2019.
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